


A float (Python’s name for floating-point number) is a real number written with a decimal

point dividing the integer and fractional parts.

Floats may also be in scientific notation, with E or e indicating the power of 10

(for example, 2.5e+2 = 2.5 x 102 = 250 and 2.5e-2 = 2.5 x 10-2 = 0.025)

Examples:

- 66.67

89.29

6. 02214076e+23

Floats are immutable (they can’t be modified after they’ve been created)



To convert scientific notation to regular float notation, format ( ) option can be used.

Formatting with ’f’ displays the number as a fixed-point number. The default precision

is 6 digits. The precision can be changed by specifying the required precision (for

example, ’.12f’ for 12 digit precision)



The maximum value a floating-point number can have is OS/hardware-dependent.

Python will indicate a float greater than the maximum possible floating-point number
for the system by inf (to indicate infinity)

Python uses –inf (negative infinity) for a negative floating-point number that is
beyond the minimum possible floating-point number for the system)



The closest nonzero number that will be approximated to zero is OS/hardware-dependent.

Any floating-point number smaller than that will be rounded to zero.



Computers natively represent floats using base 2 So some decimals can be represented

exactly (0.5, 0.75 etc.), but many others only approximately (0.1, 0.2 etc.)

A consequence is that, in general, the decimal floating-point numbers are approximated by

the binary floating-point numbers actually stored in the machine. So, some rounding issues

should be anticipated when floating-point arithmetic is used. Python floats provide reliable

accuracy for up to 17 significant digits on a typical implementation.



Computers effectively store many floating-point numbers as approximations. So, this is not a

problem specific to Python - every programming language have this problem with floating-

point numbers. Starting from version 3.1, Python is using David Gay’s algorithm wherever

possible to find the fewest possible digits preserving as much accuracy as possible.

Though for most domains this is not a problem, some scientific and finance applications (e.g.

currency conversion) need high precision. Python’s decimal.Decimal numbers from the

decimal module ensures calculations that are accurate to the level of precision specified (by

default, to 28 decimal places) and can represent periodic numbers like 0.1 exactly. Downside

of using decimal.Decimal numbers is that the processing is a lot slower than with floats.



Division operations involving integers and/or floats will always result in a float






